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During recent years the test environment is dramatically changing. The

development grows more dependent on the computer models and less on

the experimentation. Therefore the importance of verification and validation

of those computer models increases. In order to validate models, the testing

is a necessary tool. However, there have to be numerous tests to gain

confidence in the model. Every test must have different parameters or

characteristic as the other ones. So a concept to generate tests by defining

all different parameters and characteristics would be indicated. Model-based

Testing is an approach to automatically generate Test Cases from a

requirement specification. Every Test Case contains input segments and an

expected behavior of the tested system. Here, a new testing framework is

presented by combining the Model-based Testing approach with the concept

of Experimental Frame and System Entity Structure. It automatically

generates Test Cases by translating a Pruned Entity Structure with its Model

Base into an executable model.

Validation is the documented process of observing a simulated model to get

knowledge about its behavior to answer the following question: Does the

user build the right model? Validation deals with the question if the model fits

the right system behavior, so it can fulfill the customer requirements. There

are three statements for validation:

- There can be no absolute test for validity

- There can be no objective test for validity

- There can be no single test for validity

The validation decides if the simulation model is acceptable for its purpose.

In order to gain confidence in the validity of a System under Test (SUT),

various tests are required. The Model-Based Testing (MBT) is a special form

of testing where the inputs for the SUT are created by a model and are

associated to a Test Case. A Test Case contains the expected behavior of

the SUT, called Test Oracle. A general Test Case and its relationship to the

SUT is shown below on the left side. The picture of the basic framework of

MBT is shown below in the right side.
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T is the time base,

I is the set of input variables,

O is the set of output variables,

C is the set of control variables,

Ωi is the set of admissible input segments,

Ωc is the set of admissible control segments

SU is a set of summary mappings.

The Experimental Frame (EF) is an objectives-driven methodology,

introduced by Zeigler. It describes the conditions under which a system is

observed. An EF contains an Generator, a Transducer and an Acceptor and

it can be described by the following equation:

The System Entity Structure and Model Base (SES/MB) framework is an approach published by

Zeigler. The framework is a combination of the SES approach with the automatic generation of an

executable simulation model by inserting Basic Models from the Model Base. In addition, this work

adds a Data Base to the Framework. Its fundamental structure is shown below.

The Ontology Based Testing Framework is used

for automatic Test Case generation based on the

Model-Based Testing approach. It replaces the

Test Model with the SES/MB Framework and the

Test Cases are represented by Experimental

Frames. The Efs are generated with the SES/MB

Framework and are executable simulator-specific

models. The System Model and the SUT must be

modified by the tester, depending on which model

or system is observed. For better usability of later

simulation, the SUT can be integrated in the

Model Base and therefore in the Test Case.

The robotic example compares the trajectory of the real Kawasaki FS03N robot arm and the simulated

one. The SES is defined in the SES Toolbox, shown below on the left side, while the Model Base is

visualized on the right side.

The Translator is implemented in MATLAB, while the simulation uses Simulink. The following picture

shows a possible Test Case in Simulink. The simulated robot moves according to the data in the Test

Case and the simulated trajectory is compared with the real one.


